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QUESTION 1

A business plans to utilize Magento Commerce one Page Checkout. Which three configurations are available for One
page checkout? Choose 3 answers 

A. Reordering the Hems mat display in the order summary 

B. Reordering me checkout totals sort order 

C. Enabling The display of a terms a conditions modal 

D. Configuring the maximum number of Items to display In order summary 

E. Reordering the display of Gift Card and Promotion code fields 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

Your merchant is migrating from another to Magento. On the old site page exists in two languages, which 

is reflected in their URL path. 

Before going live redirects from old pages to their equivalent new ones need to be configured. 

How do you that in the Magento admin? 

A. Create a category for each old page with a matching URL key 

B. Create a URL rewrite Tor each old page win a marching Request path 

C. Upload a CVS file with a rewrites-table in the store configuration 

D. Create a CMS page tor each old page with a matching identifier 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your client has reported a problem with the sales reports in Magento compared to the reports in their ERP 

system. Their ERP store are hosted in different time zone creating a discrepancy. After updating the time 

zones in both your system you realize the reporting. 

What will you to solve this? 

A. Resync your data between the ERPJ and Magento 

B. Update the time zone on the ERP system along with Magento 
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C. Refresh the lifetime statistics on your reports 

D. Refresh the daily statistics on your reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A merchant plans to migrate product data from Magento 1 to Magento Commerce. During your analysis of a
merchant\\'s exiting product data structure, you notice they have created multiple custom product attributes to manage
the translation of color options across their websites. 

You recommend utilizing a single custom product attribute to manage their color options 

In addition to setting up the attribute, what must be done? 

A. Change the attribute scope to store view so the values can be managed separately for each language. 

B. Add all possible attribute values in each of the languages to the attribute. 

C. Create different attribute sets, one for each language and associate the attribute with its values to each, 

D. Add a default set of attribute values, and add stare view specific labels to both the attribute and its\\' values for the
other two languages 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

After launching a redesigned checkout, your merchant wants to Know how well their checkout experience has
improved. 

What Shopping Behavior metric do you share with them? 

A. No Can Addition 

B. Sessions with Add to Can 

C. Sessions with Transactions 

D. Checkout Engagement Percentage 

Correct Answer: A 
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